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In the second year of the pandemic, we also had an earthquake at the start 
of the year but despite that, Gong continued its efforts and commitment to 
preserving democracy, democratic standards, advancing the fight against 
corruption and introducing civic rights education in schools. We highlighted 
how crucial it was in such circumstances to support the rule of law, protect 
and respect international standards and basic principles of legality and the 
right to the access to justice and information, but also to ensure that human 
rights and civic participation were respected. In order to preserve democratic 
institutions and processes, we said that crises must not be an excuse for the 
suspension of civil rights, but an opportunity for civic education in practice.

The Croatian Parliament is the only national parliament in the European Union 
that during almost the entire pandemic did not publish how individual of 
the MPs voted, under the pretext of the COVID pandemic. During that time, 
and due to the pandemic and earthquake, the Parliament made decisions 
that limited fundamental human rights by a slim majority. According to the 
survey Regional Openness Index conducted in cooperation with the Action 
SEE network, the Croatian Parliament ranked fourth out of six parliaments 
in the region in terms of openness and transparency. Therefore, from the 
very beginning of 2021, Gong has continuously conducted the campaign 

“COVID is not an excuse: We have the right to know who decides on our 
behalf and how.”

After Gong’s complaint to the European Ombudsman because of the par-
ticipation of the President of the European Commission Ursula von der 
Leyen and the Commission’s Vice President Dubravka Šuica in the Croatian 
Democratic Union’s election video, the European Commission announced 
that it will be improving guidelines on the participation of its members in 
national election campaigns. 

We continued to fulfil our strategic goals and contributed to the increase of 
the legitimacy of the elections and the electoral process. After advocating 
for and ensuring the rights of citizens suffering from COVID before the 2020 
parliamentary elections, by receiving non-anonymous reports of irregularities 
and responding to citizens’ inquiries, Gong provided support to the voters 
before and on the day of the local elections. After the announcement of the 
election results, Gong merged and analysed about 600 received reports and 
irregularities, and we created an Election Patch in which we presented the 
most important, i.e. the most critical situations and suggested improvements 
for future election cycles. 
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Continuing to expose and warn of political corruption and to advocate for 
greater transparency of political processes and actors through the imposition 
of topics and encouraging resistance against political corruption, Gong mar-
ked International Anti-Corruption Day by publishing and publicly presenting 
the research “Independent institutions in the Croatian political system: an 
inside view“, by Dario Čepo. Traditionally, an Open Data Day conference and 
a weekend hackathon were organized and a research paper on pressures 
within newsrooms was published. We also published a pilot study about 
State funded advertising 

Gong’s documentary “Gas masters” was unveiled which deals with the 
chronology of the decline of Croatian strategic companies — from the Hun-
garian corrupt control over INA governed by former HDZ’s Prime Minister Ivo 
Sanader who was convicted because of this — to the takeover of Petrokemija 
by Gazprom’s local partner during the mandate of Andrej Plenković.

Five years after their previous research, Gong, together with the Institute 
for Social Research, other scientific partners and the GOOD initiative, con-
ducted a survey of the political competencies of high school students on a 
nationally representative sample. The results were actively and continuously 
used to advocate for the introduction of civic education in schools and made 
headlines in the mainstream media. 2021 was also marked by advocating 
for a more systematic introduction of civic education in schools. All of this 
was done in cooperation with experts and other relevant actors in the field 
of civic education.

In the jubilee tenth year of the implementation of Gong’s specialization 
program, Civic Literacy Education in 2021 more than 60 teachers and profe-
ssional associates from primary and secondary schools attended it. Through 
four basic modules of political, media and EU literacy (basic and advanced), 
they had the opportunity to strengthen their competencies for teaching Civic 
Education and what was most important in it politically — democracy and 
how to improve it, the importance of civic participation, democratic role 
of media, the European Union and what it can and cannot decide on. Just 
like in previous years, a key contribution to the implementation of the Civic 
Literacy Education was made by experts from the Faculty of Law and the 
Faculty of Political Science of Zagreb University. Additionally, upon the pro-
fessor’s invitation, Gong was a guest at three trainings for students (online 
and live), and at a session of a County Expert Council for Civic Education. 
Gong piloted and premiered an anti-corruption module for citizens and 
upgraded the online platform for requests to the right to the access infor-
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mation, which served as the basis for an educational workshop and several 
online campaigns. 

In collaboration with Code for Croatia Gong has developed and introduced 
a free tool Popravi.to, which facilitates reporting problems and damages to 
public areas and infrastructure in every neighbourhood, city or anywhere 
in Croatia. 

In 2021, Gong went through organizational changes that strategically focused 
the organization towards five goals for the coming period and operationally 
strengthened the team working in the organization. In December of 2021, 
Gong voted on a new Strategic Plan that will be in force until 2025, which, 
in addition to strategic topics of elections, anti-corruption, democratic 
political culture and civil society, confirmed a new strategic direction of the 
organization — the fight for a progressive and secure digital environment. 
By including the digital society in one of the fundamental strategic themes 
of the organization, Gong started to monitor the regulation of large digital 
platforms more vigilantly.

By the decision of the Assembly, from the end of the year, Gong is no longer 
the publisher of the electronic publication Faktograf.hr.
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I POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS
COVID IS NOT AN EXCUSE FOR THE NON-TRANSPARENT WORK OF 
INSTITUTIONS

— At the beginning of the year, Gong launched an interactive campaign 
“COVID is not an excuse” on the platform Parlametar, to emphasise that the 
pandemic was not an excuse for the decline of transparency and openness 
of the work of the Parliament. We called on citizens to write and call on the 
Parliament to be more accountable to the public in order to report the infor-
mation about the voting of MPs and their presence in Parliament. 

— Throughout 2022, we continued to warn that the citizens of the Republic 
of Croatia during the pandemic did not have insight into the results on how 
individual MPs voted. The Croatian Parliament is the only parliament in the 
EU that did not publish such data under the pretext of the COVID pande-
mic. Apart from advocating for amendments to the Parliament’s Rules of 
Procedure to ensure that individual votes are published, taking into account 
working conditions during the pandemic, we appealed to the parliamentary 
committee chairmen to ensure the availability of YouTube live streams in 
order to provide public access to sessions, especially for hearings regarding 
the election of the President of the Supreme Court of the Republic of Croatia, 
as well as new members of the Government of the Republic of Croatia.

— In November, Gong, Zašto ne from Sarajevo and Danes je nov dan from 
Ljubljana held a regional conference “Openness of the legislative power”, 
where we assembled members of parliament and staff services from the 
region to discuss openness and transparency of the government in Croatia, 
Slovenia and Bosnia and Herzegovina.. After reviewing the effectiveness of 
the legislative power during the COVID-19 pandemic, the conclusion of the 
conference was that COVID-19 had negatively affected the transparency of 
the work of parliaments in the region. 

— We presented the results of the survey on the work of the Croatian Par-
liament in the areas of openness and transparency in relation to other par-
liaments in the region to the deputy speaker of the Croatian Parliament. A 
survey conducted by Gong in collaboration with the Action SEE showed that 
the Croatian Parliament ranked fourth out of six parliaments in the region 
in terms of openness and transparency. Therefore, we have developed and 
advocated for recommendations on how to improve the work of the Croa-
tian Parliament, among which we single out: amendments to the Rules of 
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Procedure in order to increase transparency and involvement of citizens, as 
well as to strengthen the supervisory function of the Parliament, adoption 
of a code of ethics; technical advancements to the Parliament’s website 
with an emphasis on information transparency, as well as the publishing of 
as much information as possible in an open format and enabling automatic 
updating of data via the API. Deputy speaker Sabina Glasovac assessed the 
research as useful for further improvement of the work of the Parliament and 
its greater openness towards citizens. 

— Gong presented activities related to the openness and transparency of 
institutions, as well as the Parlametar tool to the students of the Faculty of 
Political Science in Zagreb.

ELECTIONS

— Before the local elections, Gong conducted the get out and vote campai-
gn“Your vote is your superpower” with the aim of raising public awareness on 
the importance of elections and civic participation. With the series of videos, 
infographics, visuals and posts on social networks and the web page, we 
strived to inform citizens about their rights and opportunities, warn them 
of violations of election rules, point out irregularities, and encourage their 
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engagement in the elections. We have also prepared and promoted a quiz on 
local elections, published a guide on local elections, with answers to many 
common questions that may be of interest to citizens: for instance, who are 
we electing and who can vote; how can EU citizens vote; how can members 
of national minorities vote; can multiple lists can be supported by one vote; 
what is the election campaign and what is election silence; how persons 
in self-isolation or who are infected can vote, and many other questions. 

— Given that EU citizens with permanent or temporary residence in Croatia 
must pass a complex process of registration and fill out forms to be able 
to participate in the elections, before the local elections, Gong published 
a quick guide for voting in local elections for non-EU citizens, who are not 
Croatian citizens. In addition to respecting fundamental rights from the very 
institute of European citizenship, the inclusion of EU citizens in the electi-
ons contributes to the democratic environment, increased participation in 
elections and better credibility of the will of the citizens.
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— On the very day of the elections, Gong provided informative support to 
voters, receiving non-anonymous reports from citizens on observed irregu-
larities and gave answers to their inquiries. There were numerous reports of 
violations of election silence and complaints to polling stations committees 
who often asked citizens if they wanted to vote only for the mayor or for the 
other remaining candidates on the lists. Gong reacted by informing the city 
Electoral Commissions, which sent a warning to all polling stations commi-
ttees to offer all ballots to all voters. Frequent inquiry on Election Day was 
related to the voting procedures for people who are unable to come to the 
polls due to illness. We pointed out that the State Electoral Commission (SEC), 
as well as city and municipal commissions, should put in more effort into 
educating and informing voters that the members of polling stations com-
mittees can visit them at home if they are sick, disabled, or in self-isolation..

— After the announcement of the election results, Gong merged and analysed 
about 600 received reports and irregularities, and we created an Election 
Patch in which we presented  the most important, i.e. the most critical 
situations and suggested improvements for future election cycles. 

— At the beginning of the year, Gong reacted to the proposal for the new 
referendum bill, because the shortcomings of the previous bill still were 
not corrected — such as the legitimacy of referendum decision-making, 
too high of a threshold for referendum support and failure to assess the 
constitutionality of the issue before collecting signatures.

POLITICAL ADVERTISING

— Based on the data provided by SEC, Gong and Code for Croatia have publi-
shed a searchable database with an overview of donors and campaign costs 
for mayoral election campaigns in six Croatian cities: Zagreb, Zadar, Split, 
Osijek, Rijeka and Vukovar. We have also published an overview of donors 
and costs of mayoral election campaigns for these cities. In addition, we have 
created a database of financial reports for local elections in all constituencies

— During the local elections, Gong, given the importance of digital platforms 
in political campaigns, compared data on ad expenses on Google and Face-
book platforms with the data published in the Political Ads Registry, which 
Google and Facebook have been publishing since 2018. The results showed 
that the problems with the presentation of costs for internet platforms had 
remained the same. 
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— Because of the citizen’s report that the municipality head paid for the 
“election video ad” from the municipal budget via the platform We have the 
right to know, we asked local and regional government units to show us with 
the contracts and learned that this is a convenient business arrangement 
among Digital Media Group d.o.o. and as many as 66 units of local and 
regional self-government, mainly in the Primorsko-goranska and Istarska 
counties. Even by superficially watching the videos published on the YouTube 
channel Đir tv, it is clear that this is a promotion not only of the municipality, 
but above all, of the “success” achieved in previous terms of the mayors 
and the municipality heads most of whom have already announced their 
candidacies for the upcoming elections. 

— In September, Dražen Hoffmann gave a presentation “How much for the 
public?” about Gong’s discovery of the misuse of public resources in the 
election campaign during this year’s local elections, where it was discovered 
that, using the possibilities of the digital platform We have the right to know, 
the mayor and one county prefect were financing YouTube channels. . It was 
important to explain to the supervisory organizations and citizens how they 
can use the platform We have the right to know to access information to 
combat fraud in campaigns financing.

II GOOD GOVERNANCE AND  
ANTI-CORRUPTION

— In March, Gong presented the research “Institutional sources of corrup-
tion in Croatia: an experts’ insight”, by Dario Čepo from the Faculty of Law 
in Zagreb and a member of the Gong Council, which pinpointed that the 
source of corruption was the weakness of institutions. Here we are not 
exclusively referring to the occasional moral stumbling of the so-called little 
man. The results of the research indicated that corruption was necessarily 
related to political institutions. The institutions are not just an area or a 
field within which corrupt practices are present. They are, in their structure, 
way of creation, rules and norms by which they are governed, the motors 
that drive the corrupt practices on all the levels of political, economic, and 
wider social activities. The basic reasons can be found in the political elite 
that has designed, established and (re)formed the political institutions and 
then captured, marginalized, weakened or abolished them in different time 
periods, all with the goal of dominating the entire political system. „ In the 
absence of any control, supervision, examples of good practice and rules of 
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acceptable behaviour, corruption becomes a tool for further conservation 
and strengthening of one’s own position“, explains Čepo. The recommenda-
tions for the fight against corruption presented in that research consist of an 
introduction and implementation measures of civic education for democracy 
in Croatian primary and secondary schools, the expansion and strengthening 
of the so-called independent institutions, especially those with supervisory 
authorities, defending media independence, reforming the judiciary power, 
and limiting the power of political parties.

— On the International Anti-Corruption Day, on December 9, Gong presen-
ted the paper “Independent institutions in the Croatian political system: 
an inside look” by Dario Čepo, which emphasizes the need for strong and 
resilient institutions that are important in the fight against corruption, and 
in the improvement of the quality and resilience of democracy. Preserving 
democracy, through prevention and sanctioning, is the winning formula 
for the success of independent institutions in a political system aimed at 
protecting liberal democracy.

— In July, Gong participated in the European Commission’s Rule of Law 
report, which concluded that Croatia, along with Poland and Slovakia, is 
among the three European Union countries with the lowest confidence in 
the autonomy of the judiciary (below 30%).
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SYSTEMATIC WEAKENING OF THE COMMISSION FOR CONFLICT OF 
INTEREST

— In February, Gong warned GRECO, the Council of Europe’s specialized 
anti-corruption body, about continuous weakening of the Commission for 
Conflict of interest, which is in danger of losing its relevance. We have pointed 
out that this independent body is in danger of losing the power to decide 
if the principle of operation in the performance of duties was violated and 
thus— the ability to sanction its violation. After the Minister of Justice and 
Public Administration Ivan Malenica contacted GRECO and tried to settle 
the score with Gong, we warned GRECO about pressures on civil society 
organizations. “Instead of fighting corruption, the Minister prefers to accuse 
Gong”, we pointed out.

— Regarding the preparation of the new Law on prevention of conflict of 
interest, Gong commented on the changes, saying that it is likely that the 
Commission will be reduced to a mere administrative body that monitors 
declarations of assets and pointed out that the Law did not include provisions 
advocated for by Gong, which would strengthen the work and capabilities 
of the Commission as a body.

— Gong and the Centre for Democracy and Law Miko Tripalo organised a 
round table on the new Law on prevention of conflict of interest, with Vedran 
Đulabić, Viktor Gotovac and Sunčana Roksandić from the Faculty of Law, 
Nataša Novaković and Davorin Ivanjek from the Commission for Conflict 
of interest, the High Administrative Court of the Republic of Croatia judge 
Mirjana Juričić, MP’s Nikola Grmoja and Dalija Orešković, and executive 
directors of Gong and the Miko Tripalo Centre. It has been pointed out that 
the current Law is a step backwards for transparency, impartiality and fair 
action of state officials.
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“GAS MASTERS” DOCUMENTARY
 
Gong produced the documentary “Gas Masters” by Silvana Menđušić. The 
movie deals with the chronology of the decline of Croatian strategic com-
panies — from the Hungarian corrupt control over INA governed by former 
HDZ’s Prime Minister Ivo Sanader who was convicted because of that — to 
the takeover of Petrokemija by Gazprom’s local partner during the mandate 
of Andrej Plenković. As a result, Gong and the Independent Association of 
Journalists of Vojvodina (IAJV) premiered  the films “Gas masters”and “Let’s 
Gas It” within the Human Rights Film Festival. The premiere was followed by 
a discussion with the films’ authors Darko Šper (“Let’s Gas t”) and Silvana 
Menđušić (“Gas masters”), as well as Oriana Ivković Novokmet from Gong 
and Miloš Katić from IAJV.

PROFESSIONAL WHISTLEBLOWERS

In February, Gong responded to a statement by Prime Minister Andrej Plen-
ković, who criticized civil society organizations because of their fight against 
corruption, stressing that presenting active citizens as traitors is extremely 
dangerous for democracy. “Mr. Plenković, activists are not traitors”, we 
responded after we were blamed for the poor public perception of the Go-
vernment of the Republic of Croatia and HDZ, both Croatian and European, 
because, as the Prime Minister claims, we are ‘telling on’ them to the Eu-
ropean Commission and GRECO. . 

— In February, Gong brought up  the case of the Zagreb University’s Rector, 
Damir Boras, who had used his privileged status to skip the line to receive 
his COVID vaccination. By doing this, he again degraded the University’s 
reputation. Gong asked the Government and the Ministry of Health that the 
data on the distribution of vaccines and the purchase of medical equipment 
was published in a single document.

— In order to ensure the quality of democratic political communication, in 
March, Gong commented  on the tone and content of the political disco-
urse among the main political actors. We stressed the need to maintain an 
elementary level of decency and civility, because insults and belittling in 
public space are seen as normal.

— In November, Gong reported the case of the judges of the High Misdeme-
anour Court of the Republic of Croatia who held paid workshops for a private 
company. We investigated the case and reported it to three institutions— 
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the State Judicial Council, the Association of Croatian Judges and the High 
Misdemeanour Court of the Republic of Croatia. Given the poor perception 
of the judiciary, we believe that it would be good to publish the declarations 
of assets of judges and where their fees came from. 

— We warned of the first move of the new mayor of Zagreb Tomislav Tomašević 
–the appointment of experts in the management and supervisory board of 
Zagreb Holding, but bypassing public tenders which is not only contrary to his 
election promises, but also against the Law on prevention of the conflict of 
interest. “We believe that if we really want to change the model of governing 
Zagreb and end the practice of non-transparent employment after twenty 
years of Milan Bandić’s rule, the new mayor Tomislav Tomašević should have 
kept the promises and held up the standards he announced in the election 
programme. Although it is indisputable that the City and Holding have huge 
debts and that it is necessary to act as quickly as possible, appointments 
without public tenders are not the path in which, citizens that voted in the 
elections, want to go,” we said. 

— At the end of the year, Gong reported two officials to the Commission 
for Conflict of interest for participating in an ad of a Hungarian lighting 
manufacturer. We consider it as inappropriate for officials to participate 
in advertisements, promote a particular brand and expose themselves to 
persons who could affect their objectivity.

— We reacted to the case of secret societies related to money laundering, 
which exist in Croatia despite the Registry of Beneficial Owners and Croatia’s 
obligations towards the European Union. We have warned the appropriate 
institutions of the importance of declaring real ownership and the real fight 
against organized crime and money laundering. 

— At the end of the year, Gong, together with the civil society organizations 
CMS, Youth Initiative for Human Rights, Documenta— Center for Dealing 
with the Past, Green Action, CESI— Center for Education, Counselling and 
Research, IKS Association, B.a.B.e., Human Rights House Zagreb, In Good 
Faith , RCT— Rehabilitation Center for Stress and Trauma, Women’s Room, 
Information and Legal Center (IPC), Association for Victim and Witness 
Support, Center for Civic Initiatives Poreč, Association LET, Women’s Asso-
ciation Vukovar and CROSOL sent an open letter to Zoran Milanović: “Mr. 
President, you have crossed over to the dark side”
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THE RIGHT OF ACCESS TO INFORMATION AND OPEN DATA

— Gong commented on the Proposal for Amendments to the Act on the 
Right of Access to Information, which restricts access to open data, about 
the work and activities of public companies. We repeated former our reque-
sts: all public authorities are obliged to submit data on request in an open 
format and to publish and update them regularly on the pages of the Open 
Data Portal, as well as to participate in public consultation on the proposed 
amendments to the Act.

— By reviewing the activities and expenses of MPs in the first year of the 
mandate of the 10th Parliament’s convocation, in August, Gong published 
this data in a clear and easily accessible form.

— On the International Open Data Day, Gong and a group of civilian hackers 
Code for Croatia organized a conference and a weekend hackathon. The 
conference ““How have disasters digitalized us and what’s next?”” brought 
together data enthusiasts and the academic community who are implemen-
ting projects and creating applications for the common good — Popravi.to, 
Potresi2020, Oton, DOGWEB, GGO3-Startup, Dataspekt.com, etc. Experts 
on open data emphasized the relevance of open data for the entire society 
and called for cross-sectoral and interdisciplinary cooperation for a better 
future for all citizens. At the hackathon, a clock was added to the Parlametar. 
The goal of it was to count the days before the Croatian Government replies 
to users’ questions. The open part of the data from the MPs declarations of 
assets was also added. It can be found here and freely used for visualizations 
and analyses.

— In June, Gong participated in the event “Open Data — a tool for informed, 
responsible and active communities”, where we talked with CTK Rijeka about 
the importance and experience of open data use.
Croatia and the EU

— In January, the European Commission, prompted by the case of Ursula 
von der Leyen, whom Gong reported to the EU Ombudsman, decided to 
draw up guidelines concerning the participation of its members in national 
election campaigns. Gong reported that she had participated in the HDZ 
election video ahead of the 2020 parliamentary elections. 

— In September, Gong called on Croatian MEPs to vote for the formation of 
an EU Ethics Body which would on its own initiative launch investigations 
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on possible conflicts of interest or “revolving door” cases for commissioners, 
MEPs and other EU staff. We also encouraged them to reject the proposed 
EPP amendments.

— In November, Gong and the Slovenian organization Danes je nov dan con-
tributed to the debate on the Conference on the Future of Europe, warning 
that the debate on Europe’s future will not achieve its goal without more 
openness, inclusiveness and transparency when it came to managing Eu-
ropean affairs in member states.

— Let’s stop corporate sponsorships of EU presidencies, said Gong together 
with 36 European associations, led by the Corporate Europe Observatory. We 
appealed to the Portuguese Prime Minister Antóniau Costa, who was then 
the head of the EU Council, but also to the ambassadors of all EU member 
states to ban all future sponsorship agreements during his presidency. It is 
worth mentioning that before the beginning of the Croatian Presidency of 
the Council of the European Union, Gong, together with numerous European 
organizations, called on Plenković’s government to be transparent during 
the presidency. 
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2
DEMOCRATIC  
CULTURE, CIVIC  
ACTIVISM AND  
THE MEDIA
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I DEVELOPMENT OF CIVIC COMPETENCES
— In May, we presented the results of the research “Political literacy of 
secondary school seniors”, which, in cooperation with the GOOD initiative, 
was conducted by the Institute for Social Research in Zagreb, Gong, Faculty 
of Political Science of Zagreb University, the Centre for Southeast European 
Studies of the University of Graz, and Faculty of Humanities and Social Scien-
ces of Rijeka University. The basic findings indicate that the overall political 
knowledge of students is low, and its level is similar to the one determined 
by the 2015 research. Also, no adequate progress has been made in the 
development and implementation of civic education, which should have 
reduced the class differences and increased political literacy of all secon-
dary school seniors in Croatia. A bit more encouraging findings show that 
young people are more tolerant towards the affirmation of LGBTIQ + rights 
and gender equality. However, the message of this research is clear — the 
educational system in which Civic Education does not enjoy systematic and 
quality implementation raises young people whose civic competencies are 
not enough on the required level when they leave school.

— In September of last year, in cooperation with the Youth Initiative for Human 
Rights Croatia, Youth Center CK13 and the Danes je nov dan participated in 
the organization of the regional activist summer school “You do know”, to 
strengthen the role of young people by letting them directly influence policies 
which are of importance to them and motivate them to develop their own 
projects and initiatives. Participants also made a short video about activism.  
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— At the Human Rights Festival, held in December in Zagreb, Gong premiered 
the documentary “Media Literacy of Youth through Generations”, which he 
previously produced with Juventas from Montenegro, Novi Sad School of 
Journalism from Novi Sad and Zašto ne from Sarajevo. The film deals with 
the experiences, preferences and attitudes of different generations about 
informing, media and media literacy in Croatia, Montenegro, Serbia and 
Bosnia and Herzegovina.

— At the beginning of 2021, we invited teachers, young people and students 
to a structured dialogue on civic education. Through the dialogue, different 
perspectives on this topic were presented, and it was especially important 
to find out how students assess civic education in their schools and what 
the teachers could recommend to improve teaching.

— At the end of the year, Gong published the analysis “How to achieve better 
Civic Education?” by Nikola Baketa, which includes a research on the politi-
cal competence of high school students in the school year of 2020/21. The 
results of the analysis reaffirmed that young people’s political literacy on the 
threshold of full citizenship is stagnating — a lack of interest and capacity for 
social and political participation. The introduction of extracurricular activi-
ties of civic education in primary and secondary schools, empowerment of 
primary and secondary school teachers for the implementation of various 
forms of civic education and connecting educational institutions and civil 
society organizations are suggested as separate recommendations for the 
improvement of Civic Education.

— Through the analysis “The Art of Measuring Democracy?” by Torvald 
Sudmann Therkildsen, an overview of some of the most widespread and 
most frequently cited quality of democracy indexes was presented. The 
conclusion of this analysis is that each such research, although different in 
methodology, has its value — it warns us of situations in which democracies 

“slide backwards” and lose previously achieved standards.
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II ADVANCEMENT OF EDUCATIONAL  
PROGRAMMES AND PRACTICES

Throughout 2021, Gong continued with the implementation of the informal 
professional development programme for female teachers called “Education 
for Citizenship Literacy”. For the tenth year in a row, a series of educational 
workshops were held with the aim of developing teacher competencies for 
civic education of male and female students. The programme is divided 
in three basic modules: political literacy, media literacy and EU literacy, 
through which, teachers are prepared to teach about active citizenship, 
understanding political processes and institutions, the European political 
context and the importance and democratic role of the media. Each of the 
modules is conducted as two-day seminars, and in 2021 we continued 
the practice of dividing the topic of EU literacy into a basic and advanced 
module, whereby the advanced module offers a more detailed analysis of 
the European Union’s legal and political structure and the most important 
current debates about the democratic structure of the Union. More than 
60 teachers and professional associates participated in the 4 modules of 
Education for Citizenship Literacy.

— Through online and “live” guest appearances at classes in a high school 
(Economic and Tourism School Daruvar) and at faculties (Faculty of Economics 
in Osijek, Faculty of Science in Zagreb) and informal education (Youth Voice 
for Integrity programme, European Semester for the Study of War and Peace 
programme), we held trainings and workshops for more than 80 young people 
and gathered ideas for the development of future educational programmes.

— Gong premiered a two-day educational training — Anticorruption module. 
During 15 hours of training, 16 participants gained knowledge on causes and 
consequences of corruption as an everyday practice in peoples’ lives, the 
knowledge to recognize the position of national and European institutions in 
the fight against corruption and to recognize the right of access to information 
as a tool available to all the citizens in the fight against corruption. They also 
learned about the importance and saw good examples of investigative journa-
lism and the role of civil society in strengthening the fight against corruption. 
The programme sees corruption as a complex political phenomenon, which 
breaks down institutions, undermines the trust of citizens, makes long-term 
governing difficult, blocks investments and impoverishes society.
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How did the participants evaluate our educational programmes?

— “Absolutely everything will be very useful for my next school year. I would 
recommend this seminar to my colleagues because of the experience of the 
organization, the lecturers and the importance of the topics.” 

— “Given that I am implementing the European Parliament Ambassador 
School Programme, all the topics and activities of this education were very 
useful, especially ‘institutions’, the decision-making process, public policies 
and how citizens can influence EU policies.” Extremely useful seminar for 
teaching, very applicable, quality suggestions on how to improve teaching. 
Thank you for the fantastic organization, kindness, professional communi-
cation, preparation and expertise.”

— “I will certainly cover many topics, especially stereotypes, misinformation 
and unacceptable speech in my classes. Keep up the good work! All is great! 
Thank you for everything! I can’t wait for Gong’s next education”.

— “Thank you for trying to change the society and for supporting us in edu-
cation as we strive to pass on the acquired knowledge to students.”

— “I really like online education. It is easy to combine it c with other daily 
obligations. I am looking forward to new topics and your educational works-
hops because they are excellent”.

— “I believe that the topics are very useful and very necessary for the active 
involvement of citizens in the fight against corruption, which has seeped 
into every pore of society and has become our lifestyle. I think that educating 
and encouraging colleagues to act is extremely necessary in order to fight 
all irregularities in society.”

— “All citizens must be educated in the field of anti-corruption in order to 
make our lives easier and better”. 

 EU basic module, Križevci 2021
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GOOD INITIATIVES

— Before the local elections, Gong, together with the Center for Civic Initiatives 
Poreč, the GOOD initiative and Radio Rojca, organized a public discussion 

“It’s never too early for civic education”. At the public debate, we encouraged 
different options in the elections for the city and municipality level and/or 
for the county level to state their position on the measures of improving 
the educational system that they plan to take if they get the opportunity to 
participate in the formation of government at the local and/or county level.

— In September, Gong reacted to the announcement of the Zagreb Mayor 
Tomislav Tomašević about the introduction of Civic Education (GOOD) as 
an extracurricular activity in primary and secondary schools of the City of 
Zagreb, thus joining the GOOD Initiative in warning that the introduction of 
an insufficiently prepared and hastily adopted programme should be avoided.

III MEDIA
MEDIA CAPTURE

— In September, Gong reported the Croatian regulatory body is — the Agency 
for Electronic Media (AEM) to the European Commission  under the suspicion 
that it was not checking who were the real owners of broadcasters when 
granting radio frequency concessions — which violates media pluralism and 
leads to the impermissible concentration of power in the media Croatian 
authoritative institutions — AEM and the Ministry of Culture and Media 

— were informed about this problem. However as they had failed to react 
adequately, we thought it was necessary to report this case to the European 
Commission, which we called on to ensure equal democratic standards in 
all member states. Therefore, Gong warned the members of the Croatian 
Parliament that during the debate on the new Electronic media Act, they 
must keep in mind that there is no democracy without free media with the 
transparent ownership — otherwise there is an increased risk of media 
capturing by the concealed owners and their individual interests. 

— Gong’s concern about the weakening of media pluralism was confirmed 
in July, when the Centre for Media Pluralism and Media Freedom published 
their annual report “Media Pluralism Monitor 2021” about the health of me-
dia ecosystems which pointed to the perennial stagnation of the media’s 
system regulation in Croatia.
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— At the end of the year, Gong published research“Who is pressuring jour-
nalists and how: From politicians to advertisers” about the censorship in 
the Croatian media in which it was concluded that that the untouchable 
individuals and untouchable media topics in Croatia were big companies, 
advertisers, politicians and members of the Government.

— We also published results of the pilot study about state funded advertising. 
The results indicate that public companies are the ones that are advertised 
much more often than other public institutions. Prompted by an increasing 
number of ads and sponsorships from state-owned companies or ministries 
and by reviewing media financing sources, the research showed that public 
institutions, from ministries to state and communal companies, most often 
advertised themselves as sponsors of various events — from cultural and 
sporting manifestations to professional conferences and special supple-
ments — in the two largest national daily newspapers.

SLAPP

— In March, The European Commission named Croatian lawyer Vanja Jurić, 
vice-president of the Gong Council, as a member of the expert group for 
SLAPP (Strategic Lawsuits Against Public Participation). SLAPP lawsuits 
have been recognized as a widely used means for silencing critical public 
voices c. These lawsuits are initiated by powerful actors (e.g., companies, 
public servants in a private capacity, etc.) to intimidate and silence those 
who speak in the interest of the public.

— According to the European Commission’s Rule of law report, co-created by 
Gong, Croatia must work hard to ensure media freedom and independent 
journalism. Attacks, threats and lawsuits against journalists are extremely 
worrying, according to the Commission. This affects editorial policies, dis-
courages investigative journalism and ultimately threatens media freedom. 
By filing lawsuits for defamation, mental anguish and other alleged con-
sequences of media writing, politicians and other powerful people are trying 
to effectively outlaw public criticism of their work, using prosecution as a 
threat and a deterrent from media thematization of their work. During 2021, 
we stated several times that without free journalism there was no democracy.
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FAKTOGRAF.HR

— Since 2015, Faktograf.hr is the only Croatian fact-checking media published 
by Gong until late 2021. Faktograf’s key activity in 2021 was the debunking 
of harmful misinformation about COVID-19. 

— On International Fact-Checking Day, on April 2 Gong warned of the threat 
that political deceptions posed to the democratic system, stressing that 
fact-checking organizations like Faktograf.hr were important because they 
checked the accuracy of politicians’ statements, as well as the news in the 
public space. 

— At Gong’s Assembly on June 29 2021, the members voted and decided to 
initiate the process of Faktograf’s independence as a separate legal entity 
outside of Gong. On that occasion, a Working Group was established to 
draft a proposal for an Agreement on disassociation. The Agreement was 
confirmed at the Extraordinary Assembly on October 19, 2021, whereby 
Gong ceased to be the publisher of Faktograf.hr. Faktograf was launched 
in 2015 as a joint project of the Croatian Journalists’ Association and Gong, 
and 2018 Gong became an independent publisher.
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3
DIGITAL SOCIETY
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REGULATION OF BIG TECH AND THE FIGHT 
AGAINST DISINFORMATION

— Gong organized an online public discussion about the expansion of mi-
sinformation during the COVID-19 pandemic. The techniques of marketing 
and disseminating misinformation are advancing daily, so it is necessary to 
work on raising the quality of the media, media literacy, building a democratic 
political culture based on reasoned criticism in order to be able to respond 
to this phenomenon. However, stronger regulation of large digital platforms 
and responsible authorities is also necessary, as was the conclusion at the 
Zoom discussion by professor Marijana Grbeša-Zenzerović from the Faculty 
of Political Science in Zagreb, professor Mato Brautović from the University 
of Dubrovnik, Andrea Vranić from the Faculty of Philosophy in Zagreb, Oriana 
Ivković Novokmet from Gong and Ana Brakus from Faktograf.

— At the end of the year, we published an analysis “Democracy and big tech: 
regulation for coexistence” by Tin Puljić, which showed how the power and 
influence of technological giants in the modern digital era were reflected in 
democratic processes and human rights, and how to regulate and curb their 
negative potential. The analysis showed that besides the fact that social 
networks like Facebook spread misinformation, there was also abuse of their 
users’ personal data. The analysis proposed a series of recommendations 
for the regulation of big tech as solutions to these problems.

— In February, Gong joined the Reclaim your Face coalition, which includes 
more than 35 organizations from European countries, to launch a joint peti-
tion to ban mass biometric surveillance in the EU. As a result of that, in June 
Gong supported this campaign, emphasizing the possibilities of misuse of 
such technology and the discrimination it enables.

— In March, a study by Transparency International was published. Study showed 
that technology giants were devoting significant resources to be able to influence 
EU policies. As a result of this, Gong developed its own recommendations for 
Chapter III. of the Digital Services Act and sent them to the Representative office 
of the Communication department of the current Presidency of the Council of 
the European Union in Portugal, with the goal of indicating useful proposals for 
further development of public policies of the European Union.

— At the behest of the Civil Liberties Union for Europe (Liberties), together 
with 11 human and digital rights organizations in seven EU countries, in 
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March, Gong asked data protection agencies (DPAs) to investigate GDPR 
violations in which Grindr, Tinder and OkCupid were involved. It found out 
that certain mobile dating and cycle tracking apps were collecting sensitive 
information, such as users’ exact location, sexual orientation, religious and 
political views, and other personal information, which they then passed on 
to numerous third-party companies in the ad technology ecosystem.

— In September, Gong countersigned an open letter by which European 
organizations and the professional community called on EU policymakers 
to amend the draft of the EU Digital Services Act (DSA) in order to ensure 
stronger platform accountability measures and democratic oversight of our 
online environment.

— Following that, in September, Gong, together with  50 European civil society 
organizations sent an open letter to the Committee on Internal Market and 
Consumer Protection with the aim of improving the EU Digital Services Act 
in the area of the use of algorithms, user information and protection, and 
their personal data.

— In November, Gong joined more than 100 European organizations in The 
People’s Declaration which demand regulating the big tech and stopping their 
business models, which they use in order to profit from the users private data.

— Gong also joined the consortium which consists of the Civil Liberties Union 
for Europe (Liberties), the Open Rights Group (ORG) and the Panoptykon 
Foundation, in submitting requests to national institutions in order to protect 
citizens from sharing their personal data online (AdTech).. 

II POLITICAL ADVERTISING
— In June, Gong reacted to the analysis of Johnny Ryan, the higher advisor 
for the Irish Council for Civil Liberties organisation, according to which Go-
ogle and Facebook cannot guarantee how the “third-party”, to which they 
sell the data, will use that data. We asked the AZOP to protect the citizens 
from the trading of their personal data used for targeted advertising. As a 
result, Gong, along with 20 other organizations, supported the forming of 
Tracking-Free Ads Coalition. The coalition currently consists of 19 MEPs 
who have pledged to actively pursue the protection of human rights from 
the ubiquitous monitoring and data collection that has poisoned online 
advertising in every corner of the Internet.
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— At the end of the year, Gong supported the Commission’s initiative for 
greater transparency of political ads and the ban on the use of sensitive data 
for political advertising. That initiative represents an opportunity to include 
the ambitious proposals of the EDRi network, of which Gong is a member, 
for the purpose of better regulation of big tech companies.

III GONG’S DIGITAL TOOLS
In collaboration with Code for Croatia, in November Gong has developed and 
introduced a free tool Popravi.to, which facilitates the reporting of problems 
and damages to public areas and infrastructure in every neighbourhood, city 
or anywhere in Croatia. The purpose of the tool is to facilitate the communi-
cation of citizens with appropriate public authorities and to open the space 
for cooperation in solving community problems. Gong promoted the unve-
iling of the tool with a video, public presentations and media appearances. 

— We have the right to know got its PRO version. We have the right to know 
Pro is a powerful, full-featured information access tool for journalists, activists 
and researchers. In October, We presented an improved version of the We 
have the right to know platform to a journalists at a workshop at the Croa-
tian Journalists’ Association. Thanks to the cooperation with MySociety, we 
have developed new features that allow monitoring the status of multiple 
requests, sending the same request to multiple addresses, keeping requests 
private and collecting large amounts of data.

— At the Socially Useful Learning Seminar held in October, which Gong orga-
nizes in cooperation with the Faculty within the framework of the Parlametar 
project and cooperation with the informal group of civic hackers Code for 
Croatia, Gong explained to the students of the Faculty of Political Sciences 
what data journalism was and how data could be used for investigative 
journalism, by presenting Gong’s digital tools  ImamoPravoZnati.org, Parla-
metar.hr and MozaikVeza.hr.

— Gong’s open data expert and Parlametar coordinator, Melisa Skender, 
together with Selma Asćerić from the Bosnian citizens’ association Zašto 
ne, and Maja Cimerman, director of the Institute Danes je nov den from 
Slovenia, was a guest at the Faculty of Political Sciences in Zagreb on the 
topic of new technologies that are of use for citizens.
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— The lecture on data journalism was organized as part of the Media, Demo-
cracy and Participation course at the Faculty of Political Science of Zagreb 
University. Journalists Mašenjka Bačić i Anuška Delić from the Oštro web 
portal explained how data could be used to monitor centres of power. Gong’s 
digital tools, such as ImamoPravoZnati.org, Parlametar.hr and MozaikVeza.
hr, were developed and maintained in order to help investigative journalism.
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4
CIVIL SOCIETY
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I CROATIA
— Together with the members of the Council for the Civil Society Development, 
Gong sent an open letter to the Prime Minister in which they request the appo-
intment of a state administration body representative to the Council. After 
formation of the new Government, Council could not hold a single session 
at which it could make decisions, thus preventing the work of the Council.

— In April, Gong in partnership with 5 organizations from Croatia and a Norwe-
gian partner launched the project Pro-NGO, aimed at strengthening the capacity 
of civil society organizations (CSOs) and their sustainability in Croatia. During 
three years of project implementation, organizations will create tools for im-
proving financial and administrative operations, design free financial software 
for CSOs, and strengthen their digital skills and capacities in the field of public 
communication done as a social contribution of civil society organizations.

— At the end of the year, with two online events — the forum “Improving the 
system of public financing. Please, clarify.”and the exhibition “Greatest *hits of 
project reporting” — Gong tried to encourage discussion on the possibilities 
of improving the system of public financing for civil society organizations.

— Gong published the “Analysis of the administrative burden on users during 
the implementation of EU projects — the experience of organizations”, in 
order to present the problems that associations repeatedly encountered du-
ring the implementation of ESF projects. The recommendations are aimed a t 
improving the system in order to avoid problems such as breach of contractual 
obligations towards users, engaging in open dialogue, bearing in mind that 
users are also partners in when it comes to the joint achievement of goals at 
the level of the entire operational program, and ensuring continuous education 
that will reduce the administrative burden while implementing the program. 

— Bearing in mind that the process of conforming program documents for the 
perennial financial period 2021-2027 is underway, on the basis of which pro-
grams and projects from the European budget will be financed, and which are 
of key importance for the further development of associations and the stren-
gthening of civil society in Croatia, Gong, together with 40 other organizations, 
sent an appeal to the appropriate authorities to ensure equal position of CSOs.

— Blaženka Sečkar is Gong’s representative in the Council for the Civil Society 
Development, along with her deputy, Marina Vojković, from the association 
ODRAZ — Sustainable Community Development.
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II COOPERATION WITH OTHER  
ORGANIZATIONS AND ORGANIZATION 
NETWORKS

— During the whole of 2021, Gong was a member and collaborated with a 
number of networks of civil society organizations: GOOD Initiative, ENEMO, 
UNCAC, European Civic Forum, ALTER — EU, CROSOL, TransparenCEE, 
EDRi, Croatian Euro-Mediterranean Cooperation Network, Global Network 
of Domestic Election Monitors, and participated in the work of three (in-
ternational) public authorities: The Council for the prevention of corruption, 
Open Government Partnership, Council for the Civil Society Development.

— Throughout 2021, Gong actively cooperated with the EDRi network in 
advocating the progressive Digital Services Act (DSA), and participated in 
numerous campaigns and initiatives at the EU level.

— In June, Gong became a member of the TransparenCEE regional network, 
which aims to strengthen transparency and political responsibility for the 
purpose of good governance and civic participation. 

— In June, Gong also became a member of the European Union Regional 
Center for the Global Data Barometer (GDB), which, as part of a global 
study for the year 2021, maps data openness levels of 21 European and 6 
non-European countries.

— In August, Gong signed an open letter of the Croatian Platform for In-
ternational Citizen Solidarity (CROSOL), asking the Croatian government 
to provide urgent asylum to Afghan refugees and to support them in their 
evacuation from that country.
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5
ORGANIZATIONAL  
DEVELOPMENT
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— The implementation of Gong’s strategic goals in 2021 was the effort of two 
program teams, as was the case in previous years: (1) Democratic political 
processes and institutions and (2) Democratic political culture, activism and 
media. The two program teams in 2021 consisted of six to eight people who, 
through methods of research, education and advocacy, were implementing 
Gong’s strategic goals and statutory activities 
 

— In December 2021, at the Winter Assembly, a new Strategic Plan for the 
four-year period, from 2022 to 2025, was voted in. In that Plan, along with 
the strategic topics of elections, anti-corruption, democratic political culture 
and civil society, the new strategic direction of the organization was con-
firmed — digital society, which will focus on the fight for a progressive and 
safe digital environment. Although the topic of the media was a separate 
strategic topic until then, it was included in the other strategic goals in the 
new Strategic Plan, together with the media related activities. 

— At the Gong’s Assembly in spring, it was decided to initiate the process 
of Faktograf’s independence as a separate legal entity outside of Gong. The 
Agreement on separation of Gong and Faktograf was confirmed at the Extra-
ordinary Assembly in autumn. The agreement was previously prepared by 
the Working Group made of representatives of Gong, Faktograf and Gong’s 
Council and Supervisory Board. Gong and Faktograf will continue to work 
towards achieving a more democratic and just society, advocating for media 
independence and the development of a critical public, but as two organi-
zations. Thanks to the conditions in which Faktograf grew and progressed 
within Gong, a strategic decision was made that its editorial office enters a 
new phase of the development as an independent non-profit organization 

“Faktograf — Association for an Informed Public”, which, in late 2021, became 
the new publisher of Faktograf.hr. 

— At its winter session on December 20, the Gong Assembly passed a deci-
sion on the gradual shutdown of Gong’s social enterprises. 

— Most of 2021, Gong worked in the same formation as the year before, with 
minor changes at the very end of the year. Two workers went on maternity 
leave in November 2021, while during September, two workers were em-
ployed as assistants on fixed-term contract programs. The three workers 
mutually terminated their employment contracts with Gong in order to be 
employed in the newly founded Faktograf organization. 

— During 2021, Gong carried out the following projects: 
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Donor Source of 
income 1 Project name Duration

EACEA Europe for Citizens 3522 Operational Support 1.1.2018. – 
31.12.2021.

National Foundation for Civil 
Society Development/Centres 
of Knowledge for social 
development

3531
Centers of 
Knowledge for social 
development

1.1.2018. – 
31.12.2021.

National Endowment for 
Democracy/NED Grants 
Programme

3521

Countering 
External Attempts 
to Undermine 
Democracy 

1.10.2020. – 
31.3.2022.

National Endowment for 
Democracy/NED Grants 
Programme

3521

Promoting 
Accountability 
through Regional 
Cooperation – 
Faktograf

1.12.2018. – 
30.6.2022.

National Endowment for 
Democracy/NED Grants 
Programme (host Danes je nov 
dan)

3521

Promoting 
Accountability 
through Regional 
Cooperation – 
Parlametar

1.10.2019. – 
30.9.2021.

Government of the Republic of 
Croatia’s Office for cooperation 
with NGOs/Swiss-Croatian 
Cooperation Program (host 
Forum for Freedom in Education)

3513 Teach them for their 
future

30.3.2019. – 
30.5.2021.

Open Society Foundations/
Education Support Program 3521 Time for Good 

Education
1.11.2019. – 
1.6.2021.

1
351 Revenue from budget donations
3511 Revenue from state budget donations
3512 Revenue from donations from the budget of local and regional self-government units
3513 Revenue from the EU budget donations
3514 Local EU budget
352 Revenue from foreign governments and international organizations
3521 Revenue from foreign governments and international organizations
3522 Revenue from EU institutions and bodies
353 Revenue from companies and other legal entities – NZ, Funds
3531 Revenue from companies and other legal entities – NZ, Funds
3532 Revenue from companies and other legal EU entities 
355 Other EU revenues
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I GONG’S BODIES
ASSEMBLY
In 2021, two regular Gong Assemblies were held: June 29 and December 
20, as well as a special assembly on October 19. In accordance with to the 
previously voiced consent of the Assembly members and the confirmation of 
the City Office for General Administration, the sessions for both assemblies 
were organized by information and communication technologies (video call). 
While the program and financial reports for 2021 were adopted at the spring 
Assembly, including the report on the audit inspection, and the decision 
to initiate the process of independence of Faktograf as a separate legal 
entity outside Gong was initiated. At the winter Assembly it was decided to 
gradually shut down Gong’s social companies GES and GRIF, the Strategic 
Plan for 2022-2025 and the Program Plan and Financial Plan for 2022 were 
adopted. At the end of 2021, Gong had 45 members who had voting rights.

COUNCIL
In 2021 Gong’s Council had the following members: president Berto Šalaj, 
Vice-president Vanja Jurić, Kosta Bovan, Dario Čepo, Vedran Đulabić, Vlasta 
Ilišin, Vanja Jurić, Sunčana Roksandić, Lejla Šehić-Relić and Darijo Špelić. 
The Gong Council met every month, and a total of 6 sessions were held. 
During the year, members of the Council took note of and gave programme 
suggestions with regards to monthly work reports and work plans submitted 
regularly by the Executive Director on behalf of the Executive Board. During 
2021, the Council was particularly active and engaged in resolving the status 
of the Faktograf, drafting Gong’s Strategic Plan for the period from 2022 to 

Ministry of Labour, Pension 
System, Family and Social Policy 
(PT1) and National Foundation for 
Civil Society Development (PT2)/
European Social Fund

3513 Media education is 
important.MOV

1.10.2020. – 
18.8.2023.

Agency for Electronic Media/
Pluralism fund 3531 We hold you to your 

word
25.2.2021. – 
31.12.2021.

Slagalica – Foundation for local 
community development/Active 
Citizens Fund (host URK)

3531
Pro-NGO: quality 
management for 
social change 

1.4.2020. – 
31.3.2024.

Balkan Trust for Democracy, a 
Project of the German Marshall 
Fund of the U.S.

3521
Community Building 
for Fact-checking in 
the Pandemic 

25.2.2021. – 
31.12.2021.
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2025, and in discussions, comments and suggestions to the Executive Com-
mittee on the achievement of program goals. The councillors participated 
in programme activities, including election activities, drafting policy papers 
(constituencies, correspondence voting, misuse of public resources, rese-
arch (members’ views on the work of the Croatian Parliament, institutional 
sources of corrupt practices). At the end of the year, the Council continued 
its work with the same members.
 
SUPERVISORY BOARD
In the first half of 2021, Gong’s Supervisory Board had the following members: 
President Daniela Jovanova Ivanković, deputy president Sanda Malbaša 
and the member Natalia Mirković. After a member, Sanda Malbaša, left the 
Board at her own request, Lidija Đukes was appointed as a new member. 
Her appointment was confirmed at the Special Assembly held on October 
19, 2021. The Supervisory Board held 10 regular sessions, through which it 
dealt with the issue of resolving the status of Faktograf, made decisions about 
the Gong companies (GRIF and GES) and created the company’s work plan 
for 2022. At the end of the year, the Supervisory Board continued its work 
with the same members. 
 
EXECUTIVE BOARD
During 2020, until September, the Executive board had the following mem-
bers: Executive Director Oriana Ivković Novokmet, Ana Brakus, Svjetlana 
Knežević and Dražen Hoffmann. On November 1, Ana Brakus ceases to be 
a member of the Executive Board, which, with the consent of the Council, 
continues to work with three members. 

If it wasn’t in the media and on social networks, it didn’t happen
Gong is one of the most visible civil society advocacy organizations in Croatia. 
Through successful public communication and media presence, we increase 
the reach of our messages and goals. One of the key means of communication, 
Gong’s website, was redesigned during 2021. In 2021, we published a total 
of 105 articles on our website.

Gong ensures the spread of its messages through active communication 
with the media and journalists. Therefore, in 2021 we published 43 media 
releases. Gong was also mentioned in the media in 2021 915 times— 38 times 
in international news. It was mentioned 11 times in the Croatian Parliament’s 
sessions. In addition to spreading messages through the website and the 
media, the main channels for disseminating information about Gong’s acti-
vities were social networks Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and YouTube. At 
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the end of the year, Gong’s Facebook page had 8,802 followers/8,153 fans, 
while the Instagram page had 1,151 and the Twitter page had 4,950 followers.

Throughout the year, Gong published 449 Facebook posts, 155 Instagram 
posts, 446 Instagram stories and 12 YouTube videos. We also tweeted 639 
times. Furthermore, Gong’s Facebook activities produced the following re-
sults: we reached a total of 446,081 people, had 99,439 user engagements 
and 19,559 link clicks. Our posts had been commented on 2,730 times with 
19,557 reactions. Also, photos were viewed 7,384 times and during 2021, we 
gained 845 new followers.

Parlametar.hr had 10,322 unique users with 15,020 sessions and 51,101 page 
views. Parlametar’s Facebook profile has 1,068 followers, while the Twitter 
page has 606 followers. Among the followers there are 10 members of the 
Croatian Parliament, 3 members of the European Parliament and 7 political 
parties, while the rest are mainly journalists, political analysts and open 
data enthusiasts. 

ImamoPravoZnati.org had 99,022 unique users with 105,499 sessions and 
148,374 page views. In 2021 the platform was used to send 600 requests 
for access to public sector information.

Mozaikveza.hr had 82,969 unique users with 113,642 sessions and 3,424,904 
page views. Mozaik veza has 1,632 Facebook and 150 Twitter followers. 

In 2021 Faktograf.hr had 2,144,103 unique visitors with 2,416,193 page views. 
At the end of the year, Faktograf’s Facebook page had 27,236 followers, while 
the Instagram page had 6,809 and the Twitter page 1,071 followers. 
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IN THE MEDIA

“The European Commission draws guidelines for the participation of its employees 
in the national election campaigns of the member states. This is the outcome of an 
official complaint submitted to the executive body of the European Union by the 
non-governmental association Gong, after the president of the European Commis-
sion, Ursula von der Leyen, appeared in the promotional video of HDZ before the 
parliamentary elections in July 2020.
(Jutarnji.hr, 14.01. 2021.)

Gong warned the anti-corruption body of the Council of Europe, GRECO, that the 
Commission for Conflict of interest in Croatia should not be destroyed, stressing that 
this body could be left without key tools if the provision on violation of the principle 
of action is not defined more precisely.
(N1, 02.02. 2021.)

Gong believes that corruption in Croatia is largely related to the way institutions are 
functioning. Here we are witnessing an example when some of the institutions really 
do their job, and that is why it is, in the public interest to preserve them instead of de-
stroying them through coordinated judicial actions instigated by the ruling politicians.
(Nacional.hr, 02.02. 2021.)

“Young people get their political competences from different sides and are politically 
socialized thanks to different factors — parents, peers, and social media. But, one 
thing they share and which can be seriously improved on is civic education in schools 
carried out in a systematic and high-quality way,” said Dražen Hoffmann for Nova 
TV’s Evening News.
(Dnevnik.hr, 03.05.2021.)

The GONG’S Executive Director Oriana Ivković Novokmet for the N1 program com-
mented, among other things, the turnout in the local elections and the statement 
of Croatian President Zoran Milanović who said that he would not participate in 
the elections.

“It is not good to feed the political apathy from high official positions such as that of 
the President of the State. Few years ago he cited the song ‘Šejn’ by Haustor, and 
today he has the attitude of the British queen,” she said.
(N1, 26.05.2021.)

Out of the six observed parliaments, the Croatian Parliament ranks second in the 
area of efficiency and openness of data, third in the area of transparency, fourth in 
the area of accessibility, and lastly, sixth in the area of parliamentary integrity. As 
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the reason for the worst results in the area of integrity, Gong cites the fact that all 
parliaments in the region have a code of ethics that the Croatian Parliament has 
not adopted since 2016 and its first formation. Besides that, the Parliament did not 
regulate lobbying either. This important activity of influencing decision makers thus 
is completely non-transparent.
(N1, 28.09. 2021.)

Gong to Plenković: It is malicious and insidious to present a human rights organi-
zation as a threat
(Net.hr, 26.02.2021.)

Minister of Justice and Public Administration: Gong pressures the judiciary and 
destroys trust in institutions
(Novi list, 06.02.2021.)

Letter from the Associations to Milanović: Mr. President, you have crossed over to 
the dark side
(Index.hr, 8.12.2021.)

At the presentation of the research, Gong’s executive director Oriana Ivković Novo-
kmet illustrated public pressure of the authorities on independent institutions in 
Croatia with a few examples. “For example, the new Ombudswoman, Tena Šimonović 
Einwalter, this year defends the reports for the previous three years in Parliament 
because for three years the ruling party has been refusing to discuss them. A good 
example of this is also Prime Minister Andrej Plenković when he responds to the 
request of an independent body to provide information about his trip to Helsinki: ‘I 
will not provide anything again. We drew them a clear picture!’ Or President Zoran 
Milanović when he talks about the ‘so-called’ Gender Equality Ombudswoman or says 
that the Commission for Conflict of interest has no electoral legitimacy,” reminded 
Ivković-Novokmet. The author of the research drew attention on how the authorities 
can neutralize independent institutions. Today, the authorities can no longer be 
completely open and say — we don’t need this institution, we will abolish it. Instead, 
they weaken it enough to leave it toothless. It exists in some office, it writes some 
reports, but there are no powerful tools or mechanisms to act on the institutions”, 
says the author of the study “The independence of independent institutions: How 
do they work and can they preserve democracy?” Dario Čepo.
(slobodnaevropa.org, 09.12.2021.)
 
Gong: The ‘untouchable’ individuals and media topics are company representatives, 
advertisers, politicians and members of the Government
(Večernji.hr, 15.12.2021.)
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II FINANCIAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE  
MANAGEMENT

— During 2021, Gong paid a total of 1,063,464.73 HRK in taxes, surtaxes and 
contributions in health and pension insurance contributions, including VAT.

— Gong does not receive funds for its work directly from the State budget. 
We apply for projects and compete with numerous other organizations in 
public tenders for associations funding. The revenue from dedicated dona-
tions comes for projects financed through European Union funds, European 
funds allocated through Croatian contractual bodies, foreign governments, 
international organizations and foreign foundations. 

— In 2021, 6 new contracts on the implementation of projects were signed 
Sources of funding in 2021 mostly (77 %) came from foreign governments and 
international organizations (European Commission, National Endowment 
for Democracy, Open Society Foundations, Balkan Trust for Democracy). 
Only 13% of our financial resources in 2021, came from the state budget for 
EU projects (Ministry of Labour, Pension System, Family and Social Policy, 
Government of the Republic of Croatia Office for Cooperation with NGOs), 
and 10% from companies and other legal entities — National Foundation 
for Civil Society Development, Funds (Agency for Electronic Media, Active 
Citizens Fund (Slagalica — Foundation for local community development) 
and National Foundation for Civil Society Development).

— In 2021, Gong received a positive opinion from an independent auditor 
based on the published audit insight into the financial reports. An audit 
review of the GONG’S financial statements, including Balance Sheet as of 
December 31, 2021, was published in the form: BIL-NPF, the report on re-
venue and expenses for the then completed year in the form: PR-RAS-NPF 
and Notes supplementing the data from the Balance Sheet and Income and 
Expenditure Statement
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6
FINANCIAL REPORT
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ASSETS 2021.

Financial assets 2,391,933

Non-financial assets 116,089

Total Assets 2,508,022
  

LIABILITIES 2021.

Accounts payable 1,689,879

Own sources 818,144

Total Liabilities 2,508,023

REPORT ON REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES

REVENUES 2020 2021

EU funds disbursed via RC state budget 126,816 673,675

Grants revenues 3,406,990 4,460,888

Membership fee revenues 4,010 4,830

Revenues from citizens’ donations 7,094 8,191

Revenues from intellectual services 0 0

Revenues from assets 502,686 1,318,348

Total Revenues 4,047,596 6,465,932
  

EXPENDITURES 2020 2021

Expenditure on employees 1,974,585 2,290,948

Material expenditures and depreciation 1,576,066 1,811,771

Current donations 87,652 1,761,702

Financial expenditures 48,064 21,727

Other expenditures 2,079 0

Total Expenditures 3,688,446 5,886,148

 

Surplus revenue in the reported period 359,150 579,784

Revenue deficit – carried forward 120,790  0
Surplus revenues for security in the following 
period  238,360 818,144
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A Vodnikova 4, 10000 Zagreb — Hrvatska
T +385 1 4825 444
F +385 1 4825 445
E gong@gong.hr
Facebok www.facebook.com/gong.hr 
Twiter www.twitter.com/gong_hr 
Instagram www.instagram.com/gong_udruga 
Web www.gong


